Timber Girls Pilot Project
An exploration of how heritage and experiential learning can inspire girl’s perceptions of
forestry

Report on behalf of North Devon Biosphere Foundation and Courage Copse Creatives
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Introduction: The Timber Girls Project
The Timber Girls project was a Heritage Lottery Funded initiative that explored, celebrated and
recreated the achievements of the Womens’ Forestry Service (WFS) during WWI. Young women and
girls from North Devon schools and colleges took part in woodland-based workshops exploring the
history of the WFS and practising the hands-on skills they used to successfully support forest industry.
Women foresters tutored students in traditional forestry skills contemporary to the WFS (incl. horse
logging & cross-cutting timber and felling), allowing them to experience some of the practical and
physical challenges that characterised WFS tasks and providing a tangible link to the past. The
workshops also included opportunities to discover through artefacts and stories how WFS women would
have experienced life on the home front and chances to compare and relate that past to girl’s lives
today.
The short term aims of Timber Girls included:
•

sharing with girls how and why the WFS was established, the extent of its achievements and
considering its cultural relevance – both past and present

•

providing opportunities for participants to gain forestry skills transferable to land-based
education and employment

•

supplying historical and current role-models of female foresters to ensure female participants
understand their new skills and experience as be career relevant

In the longer-term Timber Girls sought to:
•

increase employability of participants through provision of transferable skills and experience

•

explore participants' perceptions of forestry as a female occupation and barriers and challenges
to this understanding

•

examine how engagement with history (of the Women’s Forestry Service), practical skills and
female forestry tutors impact on participant perceptions

•

promote forestry as a female employment and positively impact attitudes towards women's
employment in forestry based occupations and enterprise

46 of the girls participating in the project agreed to take part in research to help us achieve some of our
aims and the following report explores what they told us.

Gender and Forestry
The UK forestry sector lacks gender diversity, with many less women than men training within or
employed by the industry. This has been the historical case and continues to be so despite women's
achievements within forestry. There is a strong need to increase women's visibility in forestry,
amplifying their voice & influence, & advertising it as a female employment to the next generationi.
There are only two providers of Forestry and Arboriculture training in the south-west, Bicton and
Bridgwater Colleges. Whilst devising the Timber Girls project, research with female forestry trainees
enrolled at Bridgwater revealed that in the past two academic years just one female student had been
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recruited per class. This echoes Confor's (UK timber producers’ strategic body), recent research into
gender imbalance in the industry, with their findings suggesting that for girls a childhood love of the
outdoors translates much less obviously into a clear career path, than for boysii.
This evidence reinforces the need for female foresters to directly promote forestry to young women as a
viable livelihood, passing on their positive attitudes and practical skills, so that the industry can become
more diverse and grow.
Timber Girls, through engaging female students in workshops sharing the history of WWI's Women's
aimed to demonstrate to girls in North Devon that whilst large scale timber production has traditionally
been a male employment, women have and can be foresters. It also sought to test the impact of
providing practical training recreating Women’s Forestry Service with female tutors; women who whilst
teaching traditional forestry skills appropriate to certain sectors of the industry could also role-model
forestry as female employment and forestry skills as career relevant competencies.

© IWM (Q 30718)
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Summary of findings and project reflections
Girls taking part in research before Timber Girls workshops reported that:
•

the majority imagine a Forester to be male

•

physical strength and height are the most notable characteristics of Foresters

•

when thinking about Forestry and Foresters they most frequently imagine the field of expertise
and activity associated with timber felling

•

some imagine Foresters to be out of the ordinary and possibly more courageous than other
people

‘Tough’

‘Quirky’

‘Adventurous’
‘Tall’

‘Brave
’
‘Strong’
‘Outdoorsy’

Descriptions of Foresters, prior
to Timber Girls workshops

Reflections: Engage female students directly with a wide range of experiences of ‘Forest
Industry’
Girls may need a better and broader understanding of what ‘Forestry’ and a ‘Forester’ might be
if they are to imagine a place within it, from men and women working in industrial scale timber
harvesting and tree planting, to social enterprises managing a small woodland or working in
social forestry. Students in our sample tended to think of a Forester as a man who fells trees
with processes or equipment that might need you to be brave. One way to help overcome this is
for Forest Industry to actively encourage a broader range of activity and people to be considered
part of Forestry in the UK.
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Using a heritage focus to engage girls with Forestry and women’s lives, then and now helped
•

girls to consider gender relations then and now, and identify factors that may limit gender
equality in recreation and employment

•

reveal girl’s feelings about their capacity to participate in forest industry and challenges and
barriers to their participation

•

reveal how girls perceive there to be an omnipresent male critique of their capacity to
participate in hands-on and practical activities relevant to forestry industry

•

students to consider the achievements of the female foresters of WWI in relation to their lives
and modern forestry

‘It’s good to know how far it’s [gender
equality] come, but it hasn’t really
come that far…it’s still pretty
backwards, like there’s still huge pay,
wage gaps and women are kind of
seen as the weaker sex’

© IWM (Q 30723)

Y13 reflection, after Timber
Girls workshops

Reflections: Use a heritage focus to engage girls with forestry and their place within it
Girls attending Timber Girls workshops enjoyed both recreating the female forestry of WWI and using
artifacts and stories to reflect further on that history. They actively related the past to their own lives
and contrasted gender relations then and now. The heritage of female forestry, particularly during
WWI and WWII could be developed, on behalf of Forest Industry, as material suited to the history
curriculum of primary and secondary schools. Those already working within Forest Industry could also
be encouraged to engage with this heritage and consider female forestry as having hidden, but notable
historical precedents which can be celebrated and promoted to counter gendered stereotypes.
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Girls taking part in research after Timber Girls workshops indicated that the workshops
•

encouraged them imagine Foresters as female: as themselves, as their friends and as anyone

•

supported them to focus less on strength as a prerequisite for workers in Forest Industry and
more on possibly less gendered attributes or behaviors, such as being hardworking

•

helped them to view Foresters as ‘normal’, not needing unusual qualities such as particular
courage

•

increased their view that Foresters are ‘outdoorsy’ people

‘Anyone’

Description of Forester, after Timber
Girls workshops

Reflections: Promote female foresters, then and now, and share their practice, skills and stories
Taking part in workshops helped girls to consider Forestry as a female occupation and something
‘normal’ people can do. In this small study, it is difficult to differentiate how key factors (provision of
female role-models from the past, female foresters leading workshops and student’s undertaking
practical forestry tasks themselves), each contributed to this change. However, using female rolemodeling and skill-sharing clearly can contribute to inspiring girl’s perceptions of female forestry.
Increased identification, inclusion and celebration of women Forester’s stories and practice in Forest
Industry P.R, events and outreach could make good use of this use of this means of encouragement.

Reflections: Further research exploring why both girls and boys are increasingly less likely to
consider Forestry as a training and career
Timber Girls explores the perceptions and experiences of a small sample of girls taking part in
workshops in North Devon. Striking consistencies in its findings however, could be explored in greater
depth to generate a better understanding of why girls, and boys, aren’t entering Forestry in the UK.
Ideas around Foresters needing to be courageous, strong, out of the ordinary and outdoorsy could act as
challenges to both sexes in considering a Forestry career. Girls receive gender specific messages around
‘safety’ and ‘science’ that have been explored within research as barriers to particular educational and
lifestyle pathways. Timber girl’s data suggests that alongside such ideas, messages about people having
an ‘outdoorsy’ predisposition and stereotypes within that idea (it enables an unfeminine love of ‘mud’
or is associated with being less socially popular) may influence girls, or indeed both sexes in attitudes to
land-based employment and recreation.
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Discovering female forestry in Devon during WWI
HLF funding allowed us not only to provide Timber Girls workshops, but to explore the history of women
working as foresters during WWI in Devon. We hoped that looking for and identifying evidence of how
Devon’s women took up female forestry would make our heritage focus and celebration of the
centenary of the WFS more specific and relevant to the lives of girls in North Devon today.
WWI was a pivotal point in time for Forestry in England, with the establishment of the Forestry Act in
1919 and with it the birth of the Forestry Commission. Responsible for strategic timber production at a
time when wood became a vital supply, particularly to the trenches, the first Commission plantings took
place in 1919 within North Devon's Eggesford Forest.
Equally historic for forestry during this period was the mobilisation of women across the UK to
successfully undertake the traditionally male employment of measuring, felling and moving timber with
horses. Yet despite their historic nature, these achievements are little celebrated or widely known.
The evidence in the archives and newspaper reporting suggests that that much time was spent in Devon
trying to establish what women could and should do on the land as part of the war effort, how national
and local bureaucracy could organise female labour, and what the consequences of putting women on
the land would be for men during and post-war. Both nationally and locally advocates for female
forestry initially suggested that women’s contribution would need to be limited to appropriate, less
physical tasks.
It wasn’t until early 1917 that a formal women’s ‘land army’ was established nationally and female
forestry accepted to be a part of their task. ‘Experiments’ in Devon may have helped build confidence
that women could be foresters, with women establishing a forestry camp in Lydford for example, and
undertaking every aspect of timber processing by the early summer of that year.

‘…the women were obtained, and about ten days ago the experiment was started, not
without a little anxiety it must be confessed, for the job was the first of its kind on which
woman labour had been employed in Devon, if not in England. From the start however, the
movement was successful, and to see the women at work one would consider they had been
engaged on it all their lives. Lydford has may attractions to regale the tourist…but all her
natural charms of scenery have to give place to the colony of women tree-fellers, to whose
rendezvous the natives never tire of directing the curious…’

Devon & Exeter Gazette, May 25th 1917

These trials in Lydford were reported by the Gazette to be ‘remarkable’ for the ‘ease’ with which women
workers from all backgrounds could take up forestry skills.
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‘Now they are experts, and talk in the phraseology of the
woodman in a manner which is somewhat puzzling to the
uninitiated’

Devon & Exeter Gazette, May 25th1917

This local celebration of female forestry and the ability of women to undertake it were taken up both
within the regional and national press, which also included articles about Devon’s woman woodlanders
during 1917-1918. Their ability to look beguiling whilst undertaking ‘what formally was regarded as an
especially masculine pursuit’ was a theme in both press photography and writing. The Sussex Express
continues in an article headlined ‘Devon Women Foresters and What they Earn’:

‘By common consent there are few more picturesque
figures at the present time in the rural landscape than the
woman forester…At Littory Wood (Devon) some 40
women previously engaged in barking wood are now
cross-sawing it for pit props. They “are giving every
satisfaction”.’

Sussex Express, August 17th 1917

During July/August 1917 the branch of the Woman’s Land Army that would undertake timber
production, The Womens Forestry Service, was officially established, formal recognition that women
could be foresters.
Apart from the intermittent enthusiastic press reportage around female forestry in the southwest, we
could find little other archival evidence of Devon’s women foresters or celebration of their work.
Estimates of the numbers of women involved in forestry nationally vary widely, with some suggesting at
least 3000 female workers were employed in forests and sawmills during WWI, despite concerns
surrounding the consequences of their employmentiii. However, although these are significant numbers
little is widely known of their experiences.

Miss Sylvia Calmady-Hamlyn and Timber Girls in Devon
One figure, who has emerged as a prominent influence upon regional and possibly national acceptance
of women’s land-based employment and particularly female forestry, is Miss Sylvia Calmady-Hamlyn. A
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prominent member of the Devon Women’s War Service Committee, she reasoned repeatedly and
strongly for the inclusion of women within wartime agriculture. From a family with an estate on the
edge of Dartmoor, she appears to typify the class of woman who worked to mediate between national
strategies and local concerns in Devon during WWIiv. She features in both local press and archival
documents, consistently advocating for women workers to have fair wages and conditions and against
prejudice about their abilities. Actively involved in the arrangement of women’s tuition at Seale Hayne
Agricultural College and the creation of the all-female run, Bidlake Farm, she established experimental
training and employment that demonstrated to the region and beyond women’s capacity for land-based
work.
As an inspector for the Board of trade and Woman’s War Committee member she recruited and placed
women workers within Devonian Forestry, both in processing and planting, and publicised such
experiments (such as that at Lydford). Miss Calmady-Hamlyn reported in the winter of 1917 that female
forestry in Devon had been cited to the Minister of Agriculture as support for developing governmental
policy on women’s wartime employment in forest and timber work.
Miss Calmady-Hamlyn seems notable for her determination to demonstrate that women could work in
land-based occupations including forestry, and could undertake all aspects of timber production
irrespective of previous experience or class background. Her story, recounted against the wider story of
women’s lives before, during and after WWI, became an important part of the Timber Girls Workshop,
encouraging girls to consider attitudes towards female forestry both a hundred years ago and today.
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Timber Girls Research
The Timber Girls project aimed to collect research data on:
•

participants' perceptions of forestry as a female occupation and barriers and challenges to this
understanding

•

how engagement with history (of the Women’s Forestry Service), practical skills and female
forestry tutors influenced participant perceptions

We did this using four methods, with the informed consent of participating institutions and participants
themselves:
•
•
•
•

pre. and post participation survey
vox pop discussions at workshops to explore young peoples' experiences of the day
participant observation to record how young people responded to the workshop
film-maker to document workshops, to be used post-project, as a prompt to further
reflection/feedback among students, and to be shared with stakeholders and interested
audiences, after project completion

Our research sample were female students mainly from years nine and twelve. They had volunteered to
take part in the Timber Girls project, frequently motivated by a pre-existing interest in spending time
outdoors or in horses. Coming from rural North Devon, many had relatives or family friends who
worked in agriculture, conservation or with animals. However, only one had a family member who
worked in forestry (her father) and no-one had family friends who worked in forestry, though several
knew people in professions they associated with forestry such as tree surgeons or forest educators.

Pre and post participation survey
We adapted a test or questionnaire that is more commonly used to find out what young people think of
science and scientists, the ‘Draw-A-Scientist’ Test or DASTv. It asks young people to draw a picture of a
scientist and examines these for indications (such as equipment, appearance, style of dress and
captions) of what students associate with them and their work. Our version asked young people to
‘Draw-A-Forester’ and asked them to write down 3 words describing a Forester and 3 more identifying a
Forester’s skills. The Timber Girls project trialed the Draw-A-Forester Test (or DAFT!) to see if it could
help reveal what ideas young girls have about Foresters and Forestry as a career, particularly
assumptions about gender. The questionnaire was delivered before and after girls took part in Timber
Girls workshops to explore whether contact with women foresters, both via heritage and role modeling,
would have an impact on their perceptions about Forestry as a female employmentvi.
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‘Before’ and ‘After’ Timber Girls Workshop Draw-A-Forester-Test example, student year nine

Vox pop discussions
During the workshops, girls were gathered into groups of three or four to spend 10-15 minutes
answering some open-ended questions about their experiences during the day.

Participant observation
The researcher, Alice, was introduced at the beginning of the day as part of team delivering the
workshop and her role in gathering information about student’s experiences explained to participants.

During the workshop, Alice moved through the activities with the girls, observing and recording
their responses to them.
Film
Filmmaker Jess, from Shimnix Films, captured girl’s experiences over the course of workshops. This
digital record will be shared with project participants so that they can continue to connect with it. It will
also be promoted to wider audiences to provide an ongoing resource exploring female forestry and
experiences during the WWI, whilst highlighting the relevance of this cultural heritage today. Watch the
film on YouTube here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EWyqQTEr7E
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Participants' perceptions of forestry as a female occupation and barriers and challenges
to this understanding: Draw-A-Forester Test

Gender
We used the Draw-a-Forester Test to help us discover
whether girls thought Forestry was typically a female,
male or unisex form of employment. Frequently the
drawn forester had a clear gender, and otherwise was
recorded as a unisex figure.
The test was delivered to year nines in their school
settings, prior to the workshops and to year twelve’s as
they arrived on site. Both groups repeated the test after
the workshops, in the woodland.

Gender

No.

Percentage
Female
4
8.70%
Male
20
43.48%
Male & Female
3
6.52%
No Data
5
10.87%
Unisex
14
30.43%
Gender of Foresters drawn by
participants prior to workshop

Before the workshops, the majority of girls taking part in the research (n=46) drew a forester that was
identified as male or had stereotypically ‘male’ characteristics (for example, facial hair or labeled with
‘deep voice’ or a male name such as ‘Steve’), (n=20). Unisex figures, without clear indications of gender,
were also frequently depicted (n=14). Four students drew Foresters that had long hair and could be
female characters.

Gender of Foresters drawn by participants prior to workshop
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Character and disposition

Description

The test was also used to explore
what kind of person young people
thought become Foresters, or
become whilst being a Forester.
Participants wrote down three
words describing a Forester. During
analysis, these words were grouped
into categories that share a common
meaning. Prior to the workshops,
students chose a high proportion of
words describing physical traits such
as height and strength. About 9%
(9.42%) of words described height,
the majority suggesting a Forester is
tall (6.52%). Tallness was the second
most frequent description of a
Forester, but five times as many
words described a Forester’s
assumed strength (32.61%).

Average height

No.

Percentage
2
1.45%
Confident
2
1.45%
Environmental awareness/skills
4
2.90%
Hard-working
8
5.80%
Interpersonal skills
8
5.80%
Male
6
4.35%
Messy
5
3.62%
Muddy
4
2.90%
Out of the ordinary
9
6.52%
Outdoorsy
8
5.80%
Positive emotional mood
6
4.35%
Self-reliant
6
4.35%
Short
2
1.45%
Strong
45
32.61%
Tall
9
6.52%
No Data
7
5.07%
<2
7
5.07%
Description of Foresters, prior to workshop

Descriptions also included words that suggested Foresters possess particular dispositions and skills.
They included references to them as hardworking (5.80%), having interpersonal skills (5.80%), enjoying
the outdoors (5.80%) and being out of the ordinary in some way (6.52%). Girl’s explanation of Foresters
as having atypical or distinctive qualities were the third most commonly used types of description.
The next most frequently described trait was being
male (4.35%). Foresters were also described by
references to their style of appearance such as
‘Muddy’ (2.90%) and ‘Messy’ (3.62%). However, it
may be that ‘Muddy’ words might be used to describe
a different disposition (doesn’t mind having contact
with the natural environment) to ‘Messy’ (doesn’t
mind about appearance).

Descriptions of Foresters as out of the ordinary
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Description of Foresters, prior to workshop
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Skills
The last activity in the pre-workshop Drawa-Forester Test asked students to describe
up to three skills a Forester might need.
Girls told us that most important skills were
different kinds of specialist expertise or
experience (31.88%).
Outside of these proficiencies, some direct
references were made to ‘Forestry’ skills
(2.17%) and other types of capability that
might be employed in a woodland-based
environment or career (climbing 4.35%,
bushcraft 1.45%). Mentions of Foresters
needing a general awareness of, knowledge
about or affinity with the natural
environment were the third most frequent
description of competence (7.25%).
Notably, being physically strong was the
second most regularly identified ability
(15.94%).

Skills

No.

Percentage
2
1.45%
Confident
2
1.45%
Climbing
6
4.35%
Forestry skills
3
2.17%
Hard-working
3
2.17%
Interpersonal skills
8
5.80%
Specialist knowledge/skills
44
31.88%
Environmental awareness/skills
10
7.25%
Outdoorsy
2
1.45%
Strong
22
15.94%
Tall
2
1.45%
Self-reliant
5
3.62%
<2
3
2.17%
No Data
26
18.84%
A Forester’s skills, described prior to workshop
Bushcraft

Some references to ‘specialist knowledge/skills’ prior to workshops (31.88%)
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A Forester’s skills, described prior to workshop
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Discussion: Foresters are male, strong, tree-fellers?
The pre-workshop research suggests that girls within this case study commonly associate Forestry with
men who are strong. These findings are significant in understanding participants' perceptions of
forestry as a female occupation and barriers and challenges to this understanding.
That a high proportion of students assume a Forester is stereotypically male suggests that, within this
sample, Forestry is not seen as a usual female career path by year nine (prior to GCSE choice making)
and twelve (at the start of and during further education).
Strength and height were mentioned by girls both when describing foresters and identifying the skills
they require. The consistent identification of physical power as the most significant attribute of those
working in Forest industry, other than specialist knowledge, is an important potential barrier to girls
considering forestry training or work.
Professional knowledge, qualifications or practices students associated with forestry were frequently
described in loose, non-specific terms. There were some common themes in terms of the specialist
expertise girls thought might be employed within forestry. These included the importance of ‘tree’
knowledge, how to cut them down, health and safety awareness and experience in tool use (with
repeated mentions of chainsaw and axe proficiency). Many ideas appeared to cluster around the act of
tree-felling. However, other aspects of woodland management and planning (such as identification of
tree disease) appeared less frequently, and some (for example tree-planting), were not described.
Perhaps girl’s anticipation of the workshop activities, felling and moving timber with horses, influenced
this spread of ideas. However, they may also reflect the activity and field of expertise that female
students most commonly associate with forestry.
Perceptions amongst some that foresters may be out of the ordinary could also provide a hurdle to girls
considering a forestry career path particularly assumptions around unusual courage, including needing
to be ‘brave’ or ‘adventurous’, values perhaps most commonly promoted as masculine ideals. Ideas
around Forestry being a relatively dangerous activity were also reflected in consistent references to
safety awareness and training as a form of specialist expertise Foresters need.

Summary of findings: Girls taking part in research before Timber Girls workshops told us
that
•

the majority imagine a Forester to be male

•

physical strength and height are the most notable characteristics of Foresters

•

when thinking about Forestry and Foresters they most frequently imagine the field of expertise
and activity associated with timber felling

•

some imagine Foresters to be out of the ordinary and possibly more courageous than other
people
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Using a heritage focus to engage girls with Forestry and women’s lives,
then and now
Gender Relations
During vox pop interviews girls were asked about their day and shared with us their interest in exploring
the heritage of female forestry it’s relevance to thinking about gender relations, education and
employment now.

Member of the Women's Forestry Service begins Participant in Timber Girls workshop making a gob
cutting down a tree during the First World War. cut, 2017.
Original caption: "Setting in the fall" © IWM (Q
30710)

‘I felt like that’s pretty mean of men to think that [that women might be unable to carry out all aspects of
forestry during WWI], because girls can do anything that men can do and men can do anything that
women do, so...vii’

‘It has surprised me what they [female foresters] did in WWI and that. [Later]…it’s nice to find out that
people actually did do this and to do it is quite nice’
…‘actually learning about what your ancestors could have done, like when they were in WWI.
[Later]…and to find out how far societies come since WWI.’
‘It’s a lot nicer [now], well I wouldn’t say women and men, they not really equal still, but it’s getting
there, I mean eventually.’
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‘…There used to be strict rules but now we’re basically free to do whatever we want to do’.

‘It’s still the same with football though isn’t it? [group laughter]…David Beckham yeah? How much
does he get a day? Like 50p an hour, no 50p a minute…’
‘…Because you know, you don’t know many famous women footballers do you?’

‘Well, you know their wives, so you’ll just have to marry one!’

viii

‘Even things all the way back there [gender equality], not actually that different to how they are today,
you know, and doing the work today, not only has it been fun, but it’s been interesting knowing what
they would have actually done all those years ago.’
‘It’s good to know how far it’s [gender equality] come, but it hasn’t really come that far…it’s still pretty
backwards, like there’s still huge, pay, wage gaps and women are kind of seen as the weaker sex.’ix

‘What I find annoying is when there’s um, like there are sports clubs at school, when it’s like all boy’s
football and all boys rugby, so why can’t the girls do that? They’re just as able to do it’
‘They’re [boys] more powerful…no like, um, because when they throw it and stuff?’,
’They’re more violent!’
‘Yeah, violent, that’s what I was trying to say.’x’

Sport and student’s perception of inequality within it were used on several occasions as a way of
thinking about and discussing gender equality and comparing it with gender relations in WWI. For girls
of all ages, sport was an arena where conceptions of masculine strength and proficiency and
comparative feminine weakness seemed to mirror most clearly understandings of gender being debated
one hundred years ago. It is also a context in which they clearly experience institutionalised
discrimination based on such assumptions (exclusion from particular activities at school, such as having
to play netball rather than football for instance).
Year 12 equine students also compared the experiences of women trying to promote the viability of
female forestry during WW1 with gender equality and prejudice within their field. Suggesting that ‘most
of the jockeys are men’ and ‘there’s loads of men at the top’, girls told us that by contrast, outside of
competing, boys joining their course often face assumptions that they are gay or effeminate: ‘farrier or
gay’. These students also felt weight restrictions for riders, in place to protect horse’s welfare, may
restrict men’s ability to participate. Girls argued that whilst large horses remain unpopular (‘chunky
horses are [seen by the industry as] bad’), these prejudices combine to ensure that few male students
are recruited to their course. Such examples demonstrate Timber Girls provided opportunities to
experience heritage in ways allowed them to build clear comparisons and connections between the past
and their present.
We asked students whether they thought Timber Girls would have been different if boys from their
classes had attended. Some suggested that boys would have been less focused and safe, but also that
they might have made negative judgements of their abilities. Students did suggest that not all boys
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would behave in this way and that many would have enjoyed attending. However, girls perceptions of a
likely male critique of female ability and its potential inhibition of their success, was a repeated finding:

‘Oh they’d have just been messing about the whole the time, “oh look there’s an axe, let’s see if I can
chop your head off with it! Boys…That would have been quite the disaster!...They’d be going “safety, I
don’t know what that word means?”
‘…They would just try and do it themselves, so then they’d start shouting at us, going “no way, you’re not
doing it”’
“Or just start shouting at you ‘oh no, you’re doing it wrong’ ,‘When in fact they’re doing it wrong and
we’re doing it right’
‘No, [pretending to address male peers] YOU’RE doing it wrong!’xi

‘They [boy classmates] wouldn’t let us do anything.’
‘Yeah, they’d probably just take over, especially the boys in my learning group would never let me do
anything [laughs].’
‘Because they always think they’re better...in everything….PE they won’t let me play because I’m a girl’.xii

‘I think they’d take over and yeah, they’d yeah, like you [peer] said not take it very seriously and I don’t
think we’d get as much chance to actually have a go and sort show, either that or like some of the girls
would be embarrassed to be actually doing it round boys.’
‘…I think they’d think that it’s de-feminising or something like that?’
‘Yeah.’
‘Yeah and the boys would probably think it was de-masculating if a woman or a girl can do it better than
they can.’xiii

‘[Boys might] take the mick out of us’xiv
‘They’d be like “you can’t wield a” what’s it called.’
‘”Oh what are you dressed like?!” and stuff like that.’
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Heritage Skills
Our sample included many girls
who had someone in their
family or amongst their friends
who had worked in agriculture
or
another
land-based
occupation, or with animals
(no’s?). A number of the girls
had experience with horses,
including
one
class
of
equestrian students. However,
the majority of girls had not had
direct experience of the skills
being taught and practiced
during the day.
The first part of the workshop
involved learning how to use an
axe and then working as a team
to hand fell the tree using an
axe and bow saw.

One of my favourite days ✨ #timbergirlsproject
#horsesofinstagram
Instagram Post by Timber Girls project participant 03/27/17

Using hand tools
Most girls had not used an axe before. Some felt self-conscious about their abilities at first, concerned
they would ‘look stupid’: ‘I feel like I’m going to fail…I’m going to miss it [the cut]… [She] can do it…I
can’t!’xv
Learners were also cautious: ‘Do you just do it anyway? How do I start?xvi ‘I’m scared I’m going to whack
[her]!’xvii, ’[I’m worried] cos it’s sharp!’xviii, ‘This is actually rather dangerous, I’m surprised they let us go
ahead with it?xix’ Students regularly associated using an axe with aggression: ‘Long handled axe is more
of a weaponxx’, ‘[I’ll] put a bit more anger into it...to be fair when you’re angry you’re like ‘erraggghh!’xxi
Though tongue in cheek, several groups suggested that motivation and focus could be increased by
imagining the axe was aimed at someone you didn’t like! ‘Think of your ex’ ‘I’m doing that right
now!’xxii
Students of all ages mentioned the physical energy required to use the axe or saw: ‘It feels a bit lame
like, like ugggh…I’ve got no muscle!xxiii’, ‘Getting there…my energy’s been taken up by the axe…it’s
weakening my armsxxiv’. They also admired their own and others growing competency and cheered each
other on: ‘You’re being so neat!’xxv, ‘You’re good at this…you’re like making progress…[later]…that’s well
good’xxvi, ‘Wow, you’re doing great!xxvii’, ‘You’re like worryingly good at this, like how many axes have you
thrown at people?!’xxviii
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It’s perhaps to be expected that girls sometimes felt self-conscious and unsure about learning a new
skills, experienced challenges in growing their ability and felt good in mastering it. Less anticipated by
project staff was the extent to which girls seemed to associate tools and their use with aggression. This
perception could act as a barrier to girls considering forestry as a ‘feminine’ or female employment.

Felling and processing a tree
The experience of learning to use the tools correctly to cut, fell and process a tree was regularly
described positively by both year nine and twelve students: ‘yeah man, I love sawing!’xxix, ‘[felling the
tree] that’s when it get fun!’xxx, ‘axing is so fun!’xxxi, ‘feel powerful [using axe]!’xxxii It was frequently felt
to be rewarding. This applied to aspects of the sensory experience, practical process and the outcome:
‘it’s a nice noise [axe]…I love the smell of the [cut] wood…it’s really satisfying.’ xxxiii , ‘look how beautiful it
is’ [log, cut and processed from tree]xxxiv
Some girls from each age group hadn’t anticipated the extent to which they would be recreating WFS
work, particularly the felling or the scale of the trees being felled: ‘Are we actually going to get the tree
down on the floor?’xxxv, ‘I think like, without like offending you, I thought it was going to just be like a
load of old people [group laughter], just like, “look at the birds” and like “this is a different type of wood
to that” like, but it wasn’t, it was really good’. xxxvi
A number of participants were surprised by the process of felling itself and the skills it required:
‘I [had] thought it was just like, eh, “hurrggh [sound of exertion], let’s go”’,
‘You just push it down or something! [laughs]’.xxxvii

‘I thought it was just like simple, saw, tree, urgggh [sound of exertion]’
‘Yeah, whereas it’s a lot more effort and you don’t, and you would have thought it’s something you’d get
taught at school but you don’t’ .xxxviii

These responses illustrate the assumptions that perhaps influenced Draw-A-Forester Test results before
workshops, where so many students identified a Forester’s need for strength and reach.
The experience of learning how to and felling the tree was most frequently described in terms of good
feelings including satisfaction and exhilaration: ‘That was fun!’xxxix, ‘exciting!’xl, ‘great!’xli ‘I liked watching
the tree go down, like fall down’xlii. A small number of students within each group also expressed
moments of relation to the tree as a living entity and sometimes their role in affecting or ending its
growth: ‘That felt good, it felt like you’d defeated the tree.’xliii, ‘Beat the tree up!’xliv ‘‘Killing a tree’xlv ‘I
feel bad [as tree loses sap]…[later]…‘ your work’s paid off, um, [but] in some ways It felt cruel because
you’re kind of cutting down a live thing…but it was good [feeling overall] I think’’’xlvi ‘It [felling] felt good
in a way, but it felt bad…bad, but good…just kind of felt sorry for the tree!xlvii’ Feelings tinged with
remorse were sometimes experienced alongside elation!

Moving timber with horses
Staff and students told us that working with horses, part of the traditional skills taught by our tutors to
recreate Women’s Forestry Service work, was sometimes an important motivation for girls attendance
at workshops: ‘Horses were a big attraction’xlviii. Working with the Ardennes to move timber was
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helped some girls to relate to the experience of the WFS: ‘like the horses, you can’t just imagine how
powerful they are, it’s something you’ve got to do to appreciate it [the WFS experience]’.xlix
Using traditional skills in a woodland environment meant close physical contact with both animals and
the natural world, including mud. Some workshops became particularly muddy as wet horses and
people pulled trees over rainy rides, from the felling site to the timber stacks. Because the idea of liking
mud became a prominent theme with girl’s feedbackl we asked them to explain it further. Some
described liking mud as a predisposition towards the outdoors and outdoor activity that makes people
comfortable there. This could connect it with descriptions of foresters as ‘outdoorsy’.
‘A bit of an appreciation for the outdoors, like I like sitting out here and listening to the birds and …and I
can imagine like [someone who isn’t outdoorsy]…’
‘“why would you want to do that?” “why would you want to hear a bird when you can play on a
computer?”…so I think you need to be someone who enjoys that environment.’
‘Yeah, because you don’t want someone who sits inside and plays video games all day or sits inside an
office because they’d be like ‘urggh, it’s muddy’ or ‘urggh, there’s like poo on the floor’, do you know
what I mean?’li

Notably, some students argued that being outdoorsy and being ‘popular’ might be incompatible for
some girls:
‘Like we’re not the popular ones…like it there was a, like one of the popular kids here then it would just
be a bit like…’
‘Awkward…they probably wouldn’t want to do work to be honest.’
No, they’d probably, it would just be like…’
No-thanks. [laughs].’ ‘“Ain’t gettin’ muddy!” [said in sing song tone].’,‘…I love getting muddy!’ ‘Well I’m
kind of used to it [laughs].’lii

Getting or loving being muddy and being ‘outdoorsy’ was sometimes described as an obstacle to
achieving some kinds of femininity, as described above, and therefore regarded by girls as a potential
barrier to taking part in Timber Girls. However, some were also aware that dividing girls into mud
loving, and not, was perhaps in part a stereotype or cliché.
‘Mud [stopped some girls coming to the workshop]’.
‘Mud, yeah’ ‘Mud’, and they’re just to ‘ugghhhhhh, don’t like mud [sung out in high pitched wobbly
voice].liii’

‘[Attendance at Timber Girls Workshop] Depends what kind of girl’.
‘It’s like if they like the outside and mud and stuff’
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‘Yeah, if they like the outside and stuff’.
‘It’s like, we’re being stereotypical, I can’t even talk, stereotyping…that [group laughter]’.
‘And some girls are just like “Yeah, we’re girls I can’t do that or something or got that certain…’

‘Oh my god It’s mud, we’re going to get dirty!’liv’

‘I think some of them [peers] are just scared of manual labour really and some of them would be too
worried about like breaking a nail.’
‘…Getting covered in mud or just sort of, I personally like being outdoors so it [Timber Girls] seemed
something that would appeal to me, and then being the trees, something new, new experiences.’lv

Many learner’s felt that they had this predisposition and that it was an underlying factor in their decision
to take part in Timber Girls, although some suggested that despite this affinity with the outdoors they
usually spent most time inside.
Some girls suggested that recreating traditional skills had made them reflect on modern forestry,
particularly compared to that undertaken by the WFS :
‘I didn’t realize or anticipate that we would sort of focus so much on the whole like history of it, because
you can easily think “why don’t we have a ton of machines in here, like doing this, it would be so much
more efficient”, but it was really worthwhile.’
‘It depends on what sort of situation you have, because in some situations you wouldn’t be able to get a
machine in there? It was cool that we actually got to do it… you get a much better appreciation of what
they’re [WFS] actually sort of doing.’
‘Yeah it gives you a perspective…of with like the horse and the equipment and the actual job that they
[WFS] do and like the training they must have had to do, it’s like really cool’lvi.

Summary of Findings: Using a heritage focus to engage girls with Forestry and women’s
lives, then and now helped
•

girls to consider gender relations then and now, and identify factors that may limit gender
equality in recreation and employment

•

reveal girl’s feelings about their capacity to participate in forest industry and challenges and
barriers to their participation

•

reveal how girls perceive there to be an omnipresent male critique of their capacity to
participate in hands-on and practical activities relevant to forestry industry

•

students to consider the achievements of the female foresters of WWI in relation to their lives
and modern forestry
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•

How engagement with history (of the Women’s Forestry Service),
practical skills and female forestry tutors impact on participant
perceptions: Draw-A-Forester Test

Gender
Female foresters were drawn 32.6% more of the time
(making up 41.30% of single figure drawings) after girls
took part in workshops. No individual male figures were
depicted (a decrease of 43.48%). There was a roughly
11% (10.87%) rise in drawings that included male and
female drawings of foresters. The number of unisex
figures drawn (with no definitive markers of gender)
remained constant before and after workshops (28.26%).

Gender
No.
Percentage
Female
19
41.30%
Male & Female 8
17.39%
No data
6
13.04%
Unisex
13
28.26%
Gender of Foresters drawn by
participants after workshop

GENDER OF FIGURE
Female

Male & Female

No data

Unisex

28%
41%
13%

18%

Gender of Foresters drawn by participants after workshop
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Character and disposition

Description

Descriptions of Foresters being strong fell
significantly (their most commonly identified
characteristic before and after workshops), by about
14% (18.84%). The idea that Foresters would be tall
decreased from inclusion in 7% of descriptions preworkshop, to no appearances.

Confident

3

2.17%

Creative

2

1.45%

Hard-working

14

10.14%

Interpersonal skills

12

8.70%

Strikingly, the idea that Foresters were hard-working
rose by 4.34%, nearly doubling to become the
second most cited description (10.14%).

Specialist knowledge/skills

4

2.90%

Positive emotional mood

9

6.52%

13

9.42%

Environmental awareness/skills

3

2.17%

Normal

8

5.80%

Out of the ordinary

2

1.45%

Outdoor clothes

7

5.07%

Outdoorsy

4

2.90%

Strong

26

18.84%

Self-reliant

11

7.97%

Weathered

3

2.17%

<2

9

6.52%

No Data

8

5.80%

Following their involvement in workshops, girls were
more likely to tell us that Foresters were muddy or
more specifically ‘love’ mud. This idea, that foresters
are or welcome being muddy, increased by 6.52%
and was used in about 9% of descriptions. Students
also included explanations of weather and
environment appropriate clothing within their
characterisations, with references to outdoor, old or
messy clothes (5.07%). Mentions were also made to
Foresters being exposed to the weather or looking
weathered (2.17%).
Words labelling Foresters as ordinary, average or
‘normal’ were used for the first time, following
participation in workshops (5.8% of descriptions).
Alongside the inclusion of this new category of
words, descriptions of Foresters as out of the
ordinary fell by about 5%.

Muddy/loves mud

No. Percentage

Description of Foresters, after workshop

Understanding Foresters as ‘self-reliant’ (increase of 3.62%) and having interpersonal skills (increase of
2.9%) became more popular following workshops.
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Description of Foresters, after workshop
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Skills
Alongside changes to descriptions of
Foresters, explanations of a Foresters skill
set altered after workshops.
The idea that Foresters need specialist
knowledge and skills remained important
(22.46%). However, there was a drop in
these descriptions (9.42%) and in
references to environmental awareness
and skills (5.08%).
At the same time, girls cited ‘Forestry skills’
more often (from 2.1% to 7.25% of skills
mentioned).
Being physically strong remained the
second most referred to skill, but
decreased by 4% (11.59%). Perceptions
that being hard-working is important
within Forestry rose by the largest amount
(5.80%) to become the third most
mentioned disposition or ability (7.97%).

Skill

No.

Percentage
Coordinated
3
2.17%
Confident
3
2.17%
Forestry skills
10
7.25%
Hard-working
11
7.97%
Interpersonal skills
8
5.80%
Specialist knowledge/skills
31
22.46%
Likes mud
7
5.07%
Environmental awareness/skills
3
2.17%
Normal
4
2.90%
Outdoorsy
5
3.62%
Strong
16
11.59%
Practical
2
1.45%
Self-reliant
7
5.07%
<2
6
4.35%
No Data
22
15.94%
A Forester’s skills, described after workshop

Words describing being muddy and/or
loving mud were chosen as skills for the
first time after workshops (5.07%), as were being ‘normal’ (2.90%) and coordinated (2.17%).
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A Forester’s skills, described after workshop
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Discussion: Foresters are female, hardworking and know about forestry?
Following Girls participation in the workshops their charactarisation of Foresters in the Draw-A-Forester
Test changed. Foresters were only depicted as female, unisex or as two figures, male and female. Girls
taking part in the test after workshops sometimes told us they were portraying themselves or others
taking part: ‘Can I just draw me?’lvii, ‘I’ll draw me’, ‘I’ll draw [female friend]’, ‘I’ll draw anyone’lviii. This
acknowledgement of female Forestry or Forestry as a less gender specific profession is a significant
short-term outcome of participation within the Timber Girls project.
Also notable was the fall in descriptions referring to bodily strength and reach. Though the importance
of physical power remained a key theme, other types of disposition and ability gained in significance
after workshops.
These outcomes are useful guides to understanding participants' perceptions of forestry as a female
occupation and barriers and challenges to this understanding. If Girls can be encouraged to view
forestry as a career appropriate to women they are perhaps more likely to conceive of it as a viable
education or employment route for themselves or their friends. Likewise, perceptions of height and
muscular force as key qualifications for entrants to Forestry work may challenge opportunities for
nurturing girl’s interest in this area.
The results do suggest some important shifts of focus, away from strength as the dominant component
of a foresters’ character and skills, towards increased consideration of capacities that are arguably
achievable for students of either gender. Both Boys and Girls can be hard-working for example, a
description and proficiency mentioned with significantly increased frequency following Timber Girls
participation. Similarly, learning and practicing interpersonal and specialist skills are perhaps less
gendered capacities. The association of Foresters with specific ‘forestry’ expertise also increased
following workshops, possibly as students gained confidence in identifying a ‘set’ of skills belonging to
this field.
The idea that foresters are muddy or love mud grew after participation in workshops and is an
interesting finding. As described, several girls described a preference (of loving mud or being outdoorsy)
that encouraged some people to work outdoors and possibly within forestry. This perception, that a
relatively fixed predisposition exists could act both as a motivation (if feel yourself to be outdoorsy) or
an obstacle (if you believe you will have to ‘love’ mud) to viewing forestry as a potential training and
employment route.

Summary of findings: Girls taking part in research after Timber Girls workshops showed
us that the workshops
•

encouraged them imagine Foresters as female: as themselves, as their friends and as anyone

•

supported them to focus less on strength as a prerequisite for workers in Forest Industry and
more on less gendered attributes or behaviors, such as being hardworking

•

helped them to view Foresters as ‘normal’, not needing unusual qualities such as particular
courage

•

increased their view that Foresters are ‘outdoorsy’ people
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Appendices
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Pre-Workshop Research Activity
Pass round
sheets/pencils:
Intro:
Who we are.
We would like to find out more about you and what
you’re expecting form the Timber Girls workshops.
This research is to explore what you think about
forestry and what you get out of the Timber Girls
workshop. We’ll share it with our funders and other
people interested in forestry.
Verbal review of what we know about girls: ie: you’re
students from -, taking a course inEstablishing girls
The first part of the research is a quick survey about
backgrounds
you. First could everyone write their initials at the top
of their paper:
Has anyone here ever met anyone who works in
forestry? If you have could you write that down, and
what you think there job was on your paper.
Could you put up your hand if anyone in your family
works on the land (farming, growing food)? Anyone
with family who works in forestry? Anyone with
friends who work on the land or in forestry? Or family
or friends working in environmental conservation or
with specifically with animals, like a vet?
Can you write at the top of the sheet if you have
friends or family who work on the land, forestry or any
other land-based occupation? Please describe their
relationship to you, mum, dad, sister, brother, female
or male friend of the family.
What do girls think of The timber girls project is about forestry, how forestry
forestry.
continued during the 1st world war and having a go at
some of the forestry skills that were popularly used
then.
Draw A Forester Test But before we think any more about that, we want to
know a bit more about what you know or think about
forestry more generally.
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Prompts during the
exercise

Could you draw a picture of a forester – someone who
works in forestry? What does a forester look like? Try
and do these exercises on your own, even if you’re
wondering what your fellow students think a forester
looks like. We want to know what you think.
Please label the picture to help me understand it.
If someone you hadn’t met before told you they were a
forester, what three words do you think might describe
them? What kind of person do you think they are likely
to be? Can you write those three words underneath
your picture?
Lastly, could you describe what skills you think a
forester needs?

Thank everyone and
ask them to pass the
pictures back in to
you
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During Session Vox Pop Questions
Research Protocol
Remind everyone that you’re doing some research,
that they can ask to not have their contribution
included or withdraw from the research evaluation at
any time.
Reminder of research
We want to be able to tell our funders and others
purpose
interested in forestry about your experiences today.
Prompts - 1.
How are you getting on today?
2.

Has it been what you expected?

3.

Has anything been challenging?

4.

Has anything been surprising?

5.

What have you enjoyed?

6.

What one thing do you think you’ll remember about
today in the future?

Thanking everyone

Thanks. If you have anything you want to share with
me today about how you’ve got on, please come and
share. Also, you can get in touch via e-mail to let me
know any of your thoughts or reflections about the
experience in the future.

Notes for refining
questions/observations
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Post-Workshop Research Activity
Passing round
sheets/pencils:
Intro:
Hope you’ve had an interesting experience today!
We’re going to do a quick bit of evaluation and for that
I’d like you to draw me a forester again.
What do girls think of Please can you draw a picture of a forester. Decide
forestry.
again, what does a forester look like? Again, try and do
these exercises on your own, even if you’re wondering
what your fellow students think a forester looks like.
We want to know what you think.
Prompts during the
exercise

Thank everyone and
ask them to pass the
pictures back in to
you
Remind them they
can get in touch by email

As before, could you please label the picture to help
me understand it.
If someone you hadn’t met before told you they were a
forester, what three words would spring to mind to
describe them? Can you write those underneath your
picture?
Lastly, could you describe what skills you think a
forester needs?

If you have any more feedback you want to give about
today, please do get in touch, via e-mail, we’d love to
hear any of your thoughts.
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